Can you find these animals that live here? You can find each one working hard at eating all the pesky insects that might damage our plants in this dome.

- **Green Singing Finch**—in the trees
- **Orange Bishop’s Weaver**—in the trees
- **Outdoor Visitor—American Robin**—looking for worms in the ground
- **Blue Poison Dart Frog**—check out the banana grove near the waterfall
- **Green Poison Dart Frog**—if not by the bananas try the cocoa tree
- **Outdoor Visitor—English House Sparrow**—in the trees
- **American Toad**—on the ground under plants and on rocks
- **Greenhouse Coqui**—on the ground under and on plants
- **Coqui Frog with fresh eggs**—near wet areas around the waterfall
- **Koi Fish**—tropical pond, between the bridge and deck
DESSERT DOME RESIDENTS

There are 9-arid birds, 1-desert lizard, and 2-toads living in this dome. You can find the birds eating insects, flying, feeding in the oasis or even watching you up high in a tree!

“Steve” is our resident Australian Bearded Dragon named after Mr. Irwin
“Angus” is most active before sunrise and sunset—he’s an Aussie Bourke’s Parrot
“Blue” is a shy Parakeet and perches in the Moringa Tree watching everyone
“Sunny” is a Yellow Backed Gouldian and also likes the Moringa Tree
“Star” is a Star Finch and is well-camouflaged and hangs out with Sunny
“Frida” is a Canary named after Frida Khalo and is usually seen with Angus

Our four Ring-neck Doves are from the Middle East and are a flock of their own:
“Fazil”, “Ishaq”, “Kahlil”, and “Shafi”

“Sucio” and “François” Toad can be found anywhere throughout the dome